
 

Last time formalized what it means

to count a set

Let X be a set

kY U means there is a

bijection

f lNn X

On Hueco Q8 I asked why we

count

Most answers missed the point

wrong question
What is counting
How to define counting

Another type of response

Counting is useful because
it allows to know how

many things you have



This is circular

Why is it important
it allows to know how

many things you have

Counting helps us understand

what a bijection is

Counting is obviously
important in real life

Counting is useful
for calculus computer

science

Getting closer

Counting can be used to

figure out if we can

divide apples for
children



E g it 12 apples 4 children

each child can get 3

dapples

Best example

if 4 apples 3 children

each child can get their
own apple

Best answers

Counting allows us to quickly
determine whether there is

an injection surjection or

bijection between 2 sets

Alice Charlie Dave

t d a
A do o b 03

Since 14 3 141 4 we know there is an

injective f C A



Do something HW7P3

Theorem tf Ala IBI then

there is an injection
g A 713

Prooff Hints

First reduce to the
case ft Nn

B Nn

Use induction

Can every child get their Effie
Alice Charlie Dave

L L I
AI do o b e 03

Can you do this if you
don't know

how to count
Yes just start draining arrows giringffptes



Pigeonhole principle PHP

if you have a pigeonhole
on

pigeons

tf man patting pigeons can pigeonhole

there is we

pigeonhole with 2
pigeons

me

F IF
4 pigeons
3 pigeonholes
at least one pigeonhole has 7 2

pigeons

theorem PHP

if IAI CBI and f A B is a
function

then f is not injective




















